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2017 SCHOOL CALENDAR

Week 7
Mon 13 Mar Adelaide Cup Holiday

Tues 14 Mar Junior Campus Liturgy
Yr 7–10 Maths Investigation Day

Wed 15 Mar JC Community Prayer – 9am
Community Mass (SC) – Bourke

Thurs 16 Mar Yr 8 Retreat
SAPSASA State Swimming 
Championships

Fri 17 Mar St Patrick’s Day
Junior Campus Assembly

Week 8
Mon 20 Mar Twilight Open Evening 5.30–7.30pm

Tues 21 Mar Junior Campus Liturgy
Computational & Algorithmic Thinking 
Competition (7, 8, 9, 10 HAP)

Wed 22 Mar JC Community Prayer – 9am
Community Mass (SC) – Hurley

Thurs 23 Mar 

Fri 24 Mar Whole School Assembly

Sat 25 Mar Head of the River

Week 9
Mon 27 Mar Board Meeting

Parent / Teacher Interviews (JC)

Tues 28 Mar Junior Campus Liturgy

Wed 29 Mar JC Community Prayer – 9am
Community Mass (SC) – Marks
Yr 10 Duke of Ed

Thurs 30 Mar Yr 10 Duke of Ed

Fri 31 Mar Junior Campus Assembly
Yr 10 Duke of Ed

Week 10
Mon 3 Apr P&F Meeting

Full Term Planner download: www.cbc.sa.edu.au

www.facebook.com/cbcadelaide

Commissioning the Middle School SRCs

Term 1 School Fee 
Reminder
Monthly fees are due and 
payable.

If you have any queries please 
contact the Finance Office on  
8400 4207.

Inclusive Community
Our community is accepting and welcoming, fostering right relationships  
and committed to the common good.

CBC Water Sports Auxiliary invites you to attend the

2017 Head of the River Dinner  
& Awards Evening

Osmond Terrace Function Centre  |  97 The Parade, Norwood 
Saturday, 25 March, 2017, 6.30 pm

3 course dinner.  Beverages can be purchased at the bar 
Adults/ Rowers $40 / head; Children u12 / $15 (2 courses)

Tickets can be purchased via  
https://www.trybooking.com/OZEZ Until 13 March, 2017

NB: No tickets can be sold after this date

Cocktail attire, Rowers in full Winter Uniform. 
For all enquires contact: Deb - WSA Secretary 0413 318 878

Old Laptops Wanted
The Passionists Fathers are in need of laptops to support 24 
young seminarians from overseas who are studying in Australia. 
If you have an old laptop that is working, the Passionists would 
appreciate it if you could donate the laptop.  Please give it to the 
front office at either Junior or Senior Campus, as it would assist 
the seminarians in their study of both English and Theology.
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BASKETBALL

Year 6/7 Basketball
CBC Yellow 26 defeated Cabra Gold 17

The newly formed 6/7 team has made a great start to 
the season, with two straight wins.

This week’s team consisted of; Nabil Ali, Jaxon Cirocco, 
Luca Delija, Cooper Hoskin, Harrison Lowman and 
Michael Fragnito. The boys played a good passing 
game with some super teamwork on display. The boys 
know that they need to work on rebounds but that’s 
something to focus on during training. It was a good 
match against fair opponents. Good job!

Mrs Sandra Buchanan
Coach

CRICKET

Year 8 Cricket
CBC 7/115 defeated PAC B 8/104 
CBC won by 4 wickets

We are apparently condemned to play interminable 
one-day cricket. This poses a dichotomy between the 
concept of inclusivity and the respectful treatment of our 
better players. It is an insult to offer a promising Year 8 
bowler a two-over spell, or to retire a budding batsman 
after three or four overs. Such brevity cannot improve 
their game.

Yet the involvement of each member of the team is 
equally important at this age group. In an attempt to 
simulate proper cricket, I have struck the compromise 
that, although each player will not necessarily both 
bat and bowl, he will perform at least one of these 
disciplines in every game. This will enable players 
to ply their trade for slightly longer periods of time 
although, with only 25 overs available, retirements 
remain necessary and bowling spells remain finite. As it 
happened, all thirteen players batted today.

Today’s game presented a nice balance between these 
two conflicting ideals: having been set a target of 105, 
our successful batsmen were permitted to occupy the 
crease for a number of overs, but they were retired in 
sufficient time for those who had not bowled to visit 
the centre. The result was a close run thing, with CBC 
easing ahead of our opponents with two overs to spare. 

Upon winning the toss, Captain Mackenzie Forbes 
elected to bowl first on a dewy wicket. His decision was 
at variance with that which either Sir Donald Bradman 
or your humble servant would have taken, but he had 
his reasons, and they worked for him. PAC presented 
a capable pair of opening batsmen who preyed upon 
a few balls from D’Arcy Rabbitt that wandered onto leg 
stump, and it was not until the sixth over of the innings 
that Rhys Srivastva, who was bowling fast and straight, 
skittled one of them with a ‘jaffa’. The score was 23. His 
captain gave Rhys a 4-over opening spell and he was 
rewarded when PAC’s No. 3 received similar treatment. 
Srivastva’s eventual 5 overs yielded 2/14 in what was his 
most penetrative spell for CBC.

First and second change bowlers were Brayden Allerby 
and Alwin Siby. Allerby bowled almost every ball to a 
full length and reaped his reward, with wickets in his 
second, third and fourth overs, aided by a well-judged 
catch from William Reid in the deep and a smart 
stumping by Harrison Chillingworth. He was also given a 
5th overs, and finished with 3 wickets for 17; he should 
have had a fourth, but 1st slip was standing far too 
close to react to a sharp edge. Siby was economical; 
he too hit the stumps and returned figures of 1 for 7 
off 4. Reid bowled 3 overs for merely 8 runs. Ayush 
Gadhvi was another to strike gold, although he delivered 
several ‘no balls’. Mackenzie Forbes’s length was 
generally too short today, and Matthew Cerone injured 
his shoulder. After 20 overs PAC were 8 for 80, but we 
reaped no further success. They finished on 8 for 104. 
We welcomed Jack Mills to our squad; he was alert in 
the field.

Forbes and Reid gave CBC a solid start. Forbes (4*) 
retired after 7 overs, with the score on 31. He looked 
very secure, although the urgency of his ‘backing-up’ 
and running still leave room for improvement. Reid, 
in contrast, appeared eager for runs and was given 
a further 3 overs. His top score of 28 – aided by an 
overthrown 5 - was the stimulus towards CBC’s victory. 
He played a number of handsome drives, interspersed 
with the occasional wild ‘yahoo’! A couple of wickets fell 
cheaply, but Rabbitt is our fastest scorer and the most 
reliable one to dispatch a loose ball. He stroked 26 runs, 
including 5 boundaries, in a valuable cameo, before he 
too retired. Chillingworth appeared at No. 6 and steered 
us towards the target, in partnership with the other 4 
players who had not bowled. This quartet could manage 
only 3 runs between them. Chillingworth (18 retired) 
is another who requires lessons in running between 
wickets, but he played some splendid shots and 
managed to secure a majority of the strike, while wickets 
tumbled around him. Allerby, batting late in the order, 
after his success with the ball, hit a lively undefeated 8 
runs in the closing overs; and Srivastva (5) smoked a 
boundary before being caught at square leg off the final 
ball of the innings.

Congratulations, boys, upon a worthy victory, and my 
thanks to Mr Cerone for his faultless scoring.

Mr Lingard Goulding
Coach

Year 4/5 Cricket
PAC 5/94 defeated CBC 5/82

We were back at PAC for consecutive matches; 
however, it was a different atmosphere to last week, with 
the roar of the V8s and the smell of hydrocarbons filling 
the air from the nearby Clipsal 500. We were sent in to 
bat on a green top. Ryan Paul, as he does every week, 
got us off to a great start compiling 18 runs before 
retiring. Alex Cappelluti and Adam Mencel both made 
starts (5 and 7 respectively) before being bowled playing 
across the line. Ethan Liddell and Lachlan Knighton did 
a great job through the middle overs, surviving against 
some ferocious bowling. Travis Cappelluti (10*) and 
David McBride-Hellewell (4*) finished off the innings 
strongly to give us a solid total to defend.

Our bowling was a little expensive early on, before 
we found our rhythm and began to restrict PAC in the 
middle overs. Wicket takers were Marcus Mabarrack 
(2/11), Alex Cappelluti (1/9), Charlie Haywood (1/7) and 
one run out. Our fielding was a big improvement. We 
are now concentrating for 20 overs in the field – just 
need to last for a handful more. It is pleasing to see the 
improvement in the new players over our three matches 
so far this year.

Mr Thomas McLean
Coach

SWIMMING

State High Schools Swimming 
Carnival
On March 7th the following boys represented CBC in 
the SASSSA swimming Championships at the Marion 
Aquatic Centre.

Zac Villis (Captain)
Euan Stenhouse
Max Tyler
Marcello Guider

Luke Kernahan
Edward Jackson
Finn Burvill-Kernahan
Laurence Giannetta

We finished 7th overall with 389 points, which was an 
excellent feat considering we had only 8 swimmers.  
Time and again the boys backed up to compete in extra 
events and the courage, sportsmanship, team spirit 
and excellent personal qualities shown by these boys 
was a credit to themselves, their families and CBC.  It 
could also be considered our first Intercol win of the year 
because at the end of the night, we were exactly 100 
points ahead of Blackfriars. The carnival was won by St 
Ignatius with a fine performance.

The privilege of working with the swimming team is 
always a highlight of my week and we can be immensely 
proud of our entire team. A massive thank you to 

Laurence and Edward who again came to support us 
even though they have not swum for a couple of years.  
They finished an excellent 3rd in the Open freestyle relay 
in a team with Luke and Zac.  They were only a finger 
nail from 2nd place.

All of our relay teams swam very well. The relays netted 
us a third, 3 fourths and a fifth.

We had some outstanding individual results also. 
Our captain Zac Villis was the stand out with 2 firsts 
(breaststroke and backstroke), a second and a third 
from his four races.  An outstanding effort.

Max Tyler finished second in freestyle, whilst Luke 
Kernahan and Marcello Guider both placed third in 
breaststroke races.  Again we achieved many fourth 
places which was an excellent result.

Finn Burvill-Kernahan has committed to swimming this 
term and his times and performances have improved 
dramatically over recent weeks. Euan Stenhouse is a 
strong distance swimmer but he was never fazed having 
to compete in short distance races all night.  He rose to 
the challenge. 

Edward, having committed to rowing this year, enjoyed 
the freedom of being able to move in a forward direction 
again (he was never going to compete in backstroke) 
- and his strength was outstanding. Laurence is a 
quality young man.  He and Edward came to ensure 
our relay teams were able to compete.  This displays 
true Edmund Rice qualities.  It is an end of an era 
with Laurence finishing this year. He is the last of the 
boys who competed in our first team to contest these 
championships in 2013 – this was the resurgence of 
CBC swimming.  We have the quality swimmers to 
ensure this legacy will continue in the future years.

Congratulations to all of you.  You are quality young men 
who have done yourselves proud. A big thankyou to 
all of the parents who supported the boys – especially 
Jacqueline Stenhouse and Mark Guider who were our 
timing officials on the night.

Mr Rick Mackereth
Swimming Coordinator

TENNIS

Drive Tennis
Mercedes 9 sets defeated CBC 0 (4 Feb)

Opening round of the year was disappointing but the 
class difference was real! Our boys hung in well in all the 
matches but did not have the necessary firepower to 
win enough points against a very accomplished team.

Best performance:- Matt Pinyon and Aaron Marchioro in 
the doubles competed well; competitive set.

Rostrevor 7 sets defeated CBC 2 sets  
(11 Feb)

A much better team effort this week, with 2 of our 
singles Matt Pinyon and Nick Davies in very close 
losses.

Best performances:-  Pierce Hynes 6–4 win playing solid 
tennis to defeat their No.1.  This was a clever win as 
Pierce played to his opponent’s weakness. Well done.

Joe Farina and Aaron Marchioro in the doubles 
combined really well; never gave up easy points and got 
the win 6-3.

Immanuel 8 sets defeated CBC 1 set  
(18 Feb)

The quality of tennis was high in this clash. Immanuel 
was very focused and managed to close out games 
easily. This mental toughness is something we need 
to improve on; always consider that you are in the 
game, whatever the scoreline. Conversely, if you are 
4–0 up, you don’t drop your concentration and let your 
opponent back into the game! 

Congratulations to Joe Farina, our only winner for the 
morning, whose 6–3 win showed how much he has 
improved this year.
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Woodcroft 6 sets defeated CBC 3 sets  
(25 Feb)

Congratulations to Morgan Edey and Aaron Marchioro 
who both scored their first singles wins of the season. 
This should give them more confidence in their ability for 
the rest of the season.

Also, our No 1 doubles combination of Pierce 
Hynes and Morgan Edey were able to prevail 7–5. 
Concentration and support for one another were the 
keys here.

Scotch 7 sets defeated CBC 2 sets (4 Mar)

Matt Pinyon and Joe Farina combined to win one of 
the best doubles matches I have seen for a while. The 
tie breaker at 6–6 was tense but they kept their cool. 
Matt remained cool serving at 5–5 and continued his 
great rallying cross-court to keep the pressure on the 
opposition. Joe played extremely well, exploiting the 
opposition weakness and being patient until his chances 
appeared for more attacking strokes. 

Joe Farina was also a winner in singles 6–1 against an 
opponent who looked dangerous but was reduced to 
only average by Joe’s cunning play. Congratulations on 
a great start to the year Joe.

Mr Paul Horgan
Coach

Middle B Tennis
Prince Alfred College 6 sets (57 games) 
defeated CBC 6 sets (46 games)

Saturday’s encounter against PAC was always going to 
be a tough one. CBC surprised the home team racing 
to a 3–1 lead in the rubber after posting convincing 
victories in the doubles. However, the momentum soon 
shifted in favour of our opposition when they staged 
a remarkable comeback in the singles. Brodie Winter 
playing at the top of the order, held on against a very 
determined opponent, winning his match (6–4) in an 
excellent display of tennis. Ricky Nguyen (6–2) was also 
in brilliant form, dominating his opponent with powerful 
and skillful hitting of the ball. In another enthralling 
match, Giuseppe Baldino (7–6) broke through in the 
tie break 7–4 to give CBC a 6–5 lead with one set to 
play. Unfortunately, Donatus Pannuzio fought hard but 
went down (4–6) giving PAC the remaining set and 
game advantage to secure victory. Special mention to 
Patrick Hogan, Kris Pantelios, Gianluca Feltrin, Daniel 
Gabrielli and Aaron Opperman for their commitment and 
contribution to the team. Well done!

Mr George Caretti
Coach

Middle C Tennis
CBC 5 sets (35 games) defeated Cabra 4 
sets (36 games)

A beautiful morning motivated the boys to play some 
great tennis. In the doubles: Cody Snadden and Ryan 
Sekhon defeated Cabra 6–2 with some “interesting” 
shots; Lachlan Staunton and Hayden Sekhon lost 
to Cabra 2–6 with some great rallies; and, Nathan 
Nicholas and Angelo Feltrin focused on the ball and 
defeated Cabra 7–5.  In the singles: Ryan, Cody and 
Angelo defeated Cabra 6–1, 6–3, 6–1 respectively; 
and, Lachlan, Hayden and Nathan were defeated 1–6, 
1–6, 0–6.  The team played to their strengths and again 
demonstrated perseverance and sportsmanship.  Well 
done boys!

Mrs Sonia Mackay
Coach

head  
of the river
2 5  m a r c h  2 0 1 7
Come and cheer for the Purple and White

wear your uniform with blazer to support our crews

Faith Excellence Community Compassion

Transportation provided by bus for spectators
leaving CBC at 8 .00am and return from West Lakes at 12 .30pm

CBC ROWING



myCompass
improving mental health through technology

there for you around 
the clock

myCompass is a new internet and mobile phone based program for people 
with mild to moderate depression, anxiety or stress. It is designed to help you 
identify the thoughts, feelings and behaviours that might be causing trouble. 

The myCompass program leads you through a series of simple learning 
modules that will equip you with the skills and strategies you need to navigate 
through life. It encourages self-help and uses a variety of messages, facts and 
resources to keep you motivated.  

Best of all, myCompass fits into your busy schedule and even sends you gentle 
reminders to make sure you stay on the road to recovery.

myCompass is free for all Australians (excluding mobile phone data usage 
and internet access charges).

it’s totally
annonymous

A) We have absolutely no idea because 
it’s totally anonymous

Did you know that nearly half of all Australians with depression, anxiety or stress 
don’t seek help?  

Maybe you don’t think you need professional help, or maybe you just can’t get 
an appointment. Whatever your reason, myCompass is available for you. 

You can access myCompass 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, just by opening up 
any internet-enabled device such as a smartphone, iPad, desktop or laptop.

It’s simple and user-friendly - you don’t need to be a computer genius to use it.  
And because you are the only one with access to your program, no one else 
needs to know. 

myCompass is specifically tailored to suit your individual needs. 

It combines proven psychological tools with real time monitoring to provide 
you with your own self-help program. Using your own interactive program, you 
can see patterns in your moods over time to see what might be triggering them.

Based on your profile, myCompass recommends specific moods, symptoms 
or behaviours that will be helpful for you to monitor.  myCompass will 
also provide you with self-help strategies to help you manage your unique 
mental health needs.

myCompass combines tried and true cognitive behavioural techniques 
with the latest in local and international research developments. It is designed 
to encourage self-management, meaning you don’t need to rely on others 
to succeed.

Specially developed by a team of psychologists at the Black Dog Institute and 
supported by the Australian Department of Health and Ageing, myCompass 
is a self-help tool you can trust.

it’s the ultimate self help tool


